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Abstract
As food safety shakes due to climate change and the looming possibility of a calamity similar to that of the COVID-19 pandemic, along with the increase in the world’s population, there is an immediate need to increase food production by optimizing the agri-food supply chain. This work aims to help small-scale farmers manage this increase in orders and help them gear their resources towards more profitable practices by employing a multi-objective optimization model based on genetic algorithms that considers environmental aspects. To do so, we implement an asexual genetic algorithm that takes as input the demands received by the farmer and outputs the best combinations of demands to meet. The model takes into consideration the amount of land available for cultivation, as well as the resources (water, cost of cultivation, etc.) and revenue of the demands to determine the best combinations of demands to meet. This work is developed in the SMALLDERS framework and builds over the scarce literature that tackled the demand selection problem in the agricultural field.
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1. Introduction and problem description

As the COVID-19 pandemic recedes, its impact on the econ-omy persists. This pandemic revealed how fragile theglobal and local supply chains are (Aday and Aday, 2020).With the increase in world population and the risk of cli-mate change looming near, there is a dire need to optimizethe agri-food supply chain to ensure food safety. This ne-cessity helped drive the (SMALLDERS) project, a Europeanproject that aims to assist small-scale farmers and increasetheir resilience against upcoming challenges. The workpresented here comes as a part of the SMALLDERS projectand aims to help small-scale farmers, or what we will re-fer to as smallholders, better manage the demands theyreceive.
There has been a recent increase in the demand forsmallholder products. This comes in part from the in-

crease in demand in general, but it is also due to the shiftin interest from mass-produced sustenance to more locallyproduced ones. With this shift in demand, some smallhold-ers find themselves unable to meet all the clients’ needsand are obligated to choose which demands to satisfy. Inthis work, we tackle the demand selection problem forsmall-scale farmers. We attempt to maximize the farmer’srevenue by helping them choose the right products to plantand minimize the storage cost. Furthermore, we take intoconsideration the amount of workforce needed to completea demand as some smallholders are facing a shortage ofworkers. Finally, we focus on minimizing water use to as-sist the smallholders working in drought-prone areas. Todo so, we propose an asexual genetic algorithm that helpsguide the smallholder toward the products to cultivate.
This work is not the first to tackle the demand selec-tion problem. We reference some of the research work that
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tackled this problem. The work of Shu et al. (2013) stud-ied which demand a manufacturer should satisfy givena single-item, multi-echelon inventory distribution sys-tem. The authors developed a decision-making systemthat uses mathematical models and takes into consider-ation the cost and revenue of the items to choose whichdemand to satisfy. In Geunes and Geunes (2012), the au-thors developed a decision-making model that helped de-termine which demand to meet and better manage theinventory of a single-item firm. Their approach employeda linear programming model and a heuristic to maximiseprofit. In Silva et al. (2018), the authors tackled the orderof acceptance and scheduling problem by building a deci-sion model to help choose which demands and orders toaccept and the order by which they are produced. The workdealt with a single machine and multiple items and usedan exact mathematical model that employs column gen-eration and Lagrangian relaxation. In Leng et al. (2021),the authors employed deep learning and reinforcementlearning to assist printed circuit board manufacturers inminimising their energy consumption and maximisingtheir profit. The deep learning model helped predict in-coming orders’ production cost, makespan, and carbonconsumption, whereas the reinforcement learning modeldecided which orders to accept. In Dumetz et al. (2017),the authors focused on manufacturers that produce mul-tiple products from the same raw material. They used asimulation model that integrates custom-built enterpriseresource planning to evaluate different approaches for theNorth American lumber industry. Their work showed thatdifferent scenarios require different order acceptance poli-cies. The work in Li et al. (2019) focused on the orderacceptance and scheduling problem for the additive man-ufacturing industry. The authors proposed a heuristic totackle this problem and maximise the average profit-per-unit-time and combined global and local decision-makingstrategies. In Ebben et al. (2005), the authors worked onassessing the effectiveness of different methods used inorder acceptance and production planning problems. Thework considered production capacity, stochastic process-ing times, precedence relations, technological restrictions,and release and due dates of orders. The authors use a sim-ulation model to assess various approaches and found thatEDD-based order acceptance is usually preferred whenlooking at performance. Finally, in Aouam et al. (2018),the authors study the effects of different demands on theproduction of a multi-product firm. They argue that high-setup orders that cannot be aggregated with other ordersand orders that increase the workload and cause delaysin other orders should not be accepted. They develop adecision-making model that uses mixed integer program-ming, a relax and fix heuristic, and a fix and optimiseheuristic to tackle the problem of demand selection.

The proposed method in this paper will also attemptto solve the demand selection and planning problem. Thework will focus on the agricultural field while taking intoconsideration that a farmer can cultivate multiple prod-

ucts, whereby each product has different characteristics(unit price, cultivation time, hours of labour, and cost ofstorage). This work also takes into consideration environ-mental aspects and tries to minimise water usage. As seenpreviously, there is an abundance of research that tackledthe demand selection problem. However, to the best of ourknowledge, no other works tackled this problem for theshort-food supply chain and smallholders.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec-tion 2 introduces the concept of the Pareto front and theNSGA-II, which are proposed to optimise the demand se-lection. Section 3 introduces a variant of NSGA-II devel-oped based on the asexuality concept. Section 4 gives anumerical example. Finally, Section 5 rounds off with aconclusion and perspectives for future research.

2. Optimization approach

In this study, every farmer will receive a list of demandssix months in advance. The farmer will need to choosewhich products they are willing to farm. In this work, weemploy a genetic algorithm to tackle this decision-makingproblem referred to as the demand selection problem (Ge-unes et al., 2005; Mohammadivojdan and Geunes, 2018).Although this model is developed to assist farmers in de-mand selection and to plan their farming schedule, thisapproach can be generalised to any field that requires de-mand selection and a division of the work resources.
In the following subsection, we introduce the Paretofront that we use to optimise the problem using the non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II.

2.1. Pareto front

The Pareto front is the set of non-dominated, feasible so-lutions of a given search space. A solution is referred toas non-dominated if we cannot improve any performanceindicator without worsening the performance on anotherone (Akbari et al., 2014).
For example, given the Pareto front of Figure 1 thatshows the performance of different solutions on Indicators1 and 2. The objective is to minimize these indicators. Thesolutions shown in red are the non-dominated solutions asno other solution performs better on one indicator withoutsacrificing the performance on the other. The blue datapoints do not belong to the Pareto front as other solutionsdominate them, i.e., there exists another solution that out-performs it on one performance indicator and performsjust as well, or even better, on the other one.
In this work, we need an optimisation approach to rankthe solutions on different indicators based on the Paretofront. To do this, we developed a non-dominated Sort-ing Genetic Algorithm II that is detailed in the followingsubsection.
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Figure 1. Pareto front example.

2.2. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II

The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) is a famous variant of the genetic algorithm imple-mented when dealing with multi-objective optimisationDeb et al. (2002). The chromosomes in NSGA-II are clus-tered depending on the number of solutions that can dom-inate them. The chromosomes that belong to the Paretofront are labelled as belonging to front F1. Lesser perform-ing chromosomes are clustered into fronts F2,F3, · · · ,Fn,depending on the number of solutions that can dominatethem.
In the following section, we introduce the asexualityconcept, which is believed to help the heuristic reach goodsolutions faster (Salesi et al., 2021).

3. Asexual variant of NSGA-II

Our proposed model uses the asexuality concept of geneticalgorithms whereby one chromosome goes through mu-tation operators to generate one offspring. This differsfrom its classical counterpart, which combines crossoveroperators and mutation operators to create the progeny.The reasoning behind this choice is that the crossover op-erator is typically heavy computationally, and using onlythe mutation algorithm might result in a good progeny ata faster pace Cantó et al. (2009).
The chromosomes in this approach are a list of sixgenes. Each gene maps back to a month and contains theorders that are processed (the plants cultivated) duringthat month. If a product’s cultivation period spans morethan one month, the product will be found in consecutivemonths in the chromosome. For example, let’s assumethat the farmer will cultivate the produce of Table 1. Onechromosome that represents a possible solution is shownin Table 2. In this example, we cannot cultivate ProductA and Product B simultaneously as it would require moreland than what is available.

Table 1. List of possible demands
Product Time needed % Land allocation
Product A 2 months 60%Product B 4 months 50%Product C 3 months 20%

Table 2. Chromosome representation of a possible solution to demand setin Table 1
M0 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
B B B B A AC C C

3.1. Initialization, fitness, and selection

To initialise the population, we start with randomly gen-erated chromosomes that respect the land size constraint,whereby they don’t over-allocate land.Each chromosome’s fitness depends on the expectedrevenue from the completed demands, the amount of workhours needed to cultivate the demand, the cost of storingthe produce till its delivery after month 6, and the amountof water used to develop them. The objective function aimsto maximise profit while minimising the work hours andthe amount of water used. To assess the performance ofa given solution, it is compared to all the other solutionsof the given population or solution space. The solutionsfound to be non-dominated are labelled as the Pareto frontof the space or the F1 group. The solutions dominated bya single solution are labelled into group F2. So on and soforth until all the solutions are labelled into their respectivegroups (Deb et al., 2002).To generate the next generation of chromosomes, calledprogeny, we select chromosomes using the tournamentselection method (Deb et al., 2002).
3.2. Mutation operator

Next, we perform mutations to create new solutions. Todo so, we propose the following simple mutations. Given achromosome solution, perform a combination of the fol-lowing operations:
• Mutation 1: Remove the product that requires the mostcultivation time.• Mutation 2: Remove the most expensive product tocultivate.• Mutation 3: Remove the product that required the mostland space to cultivate.• Mutation 4: Remove a random product.• Mutation 5: Move the product that is the most ex-pensive to store towards the end of the month and re-arrange the demand using the “As-Late-As-Possible”algorithm.• Mutation 6: Randomly add demands to the chromo-some that does not break the land allocation constraint.

These proposed operations were chosen to balance
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adding and removing demands from the solution and mov-ing the cultivation schedule across the months. The ge-netic algorithm randomly chooses which mutation opera-tions should be performed on a given chromosome and inwhich order. Once the offspring is generated, its fitness isassessed, and it is added to the population.
3.3. Natural Selection, perturbation, and stopping cri-

teria

As more progeny is added to the population, its size willgrow. Once the population has doubled in size, we elimi-nate the worst half of the population and keep the better-performing half. To do so, we first rank the chromosomesby the front they belong to and then rank the chromo-somes within the same front by their crowding distanceDeb et al. (2002)—the crowding distance measures howclose a solution is to its neighbours in the front. Chro-mosomes with larger crowding distances are preferredsince they map to distant points in the search space. Then,the population is shrunk to its original size by keepingthe best fronts first, and then the chromosomes with thehighest crowing distance in the front in case the entirefront cannot fit in the shrunken population.The process of growing the population and shrinking itin size is repeated multiple times to create multiple gen-erations of solutions and allow the exploitation and explo-ration of the search space.However, genetic algorithms are prone to stagnation Fo-gel (1994). To avoid this, we introduce perturbation to thepopulation whereby the elite chromosomes, or in this case,the chromosomes of the F1 front, are preserved, but theremaining population is discarded. The population is thengrown back to its original size by adding randomly gen-erated chromosomes. This procedure is employed with alow probability after every generation (Moscato and Cotta,2010). Figure 2 illustrates this process. Starting from theinitial population, a set of progeny is created. This dou-bles the size of the population. Then, the solutions aresorted into fronts to shrink the population size. In thisexample, fronts F1 and F2 can fit entirely in the new pop-ulation. However, not all solutions in front F3 can makethe cut. Therefore, the model takes the top solutions withthe biggest crowding distance; the remaining solutionsin F3 and all the solutions in F4 are discarded. This re-sults in a new population that contains better-performingsolutions.This process is repeated until a set number of genera-tions are grown.
4. Numerical Example

As an example of an application for the model, we runthe asexual genetic algorithm on the problem instancedescribed in Table 3. This table shows a list of demandswith the time needed to cultivate the products (in months),the percent of land that needs to be allocated to meet this
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Figure 2. Growing and shrinking the population

Table 3. List of demands for a problem instance
Time % Land Water Hrs of Work Revenue Storage cost
3 30 350 30 10 23 20 220 25 15 34 25 300 40 20 24 20 550 42 25 23 30 420 28 10 63 10 230 31 50 12 15 370 20 15 24 7 580 44 10 22 15 370 27 10 25 25 110 51 13 5

Table 4. List of solutions found by the model
Water Hrs of Work Profit

Sol 1 2430 240 134Sol 2 2740 217 131Sol 3 3200 298 146

demand, the amount of water needed for the demand (inunits of 100 Litres), the total hours of work required tocultivate the demand, the revenue of the farmer from thisdemand (in units of 1000 =C), and the storage costs of thedemand (in units of 1000 =C) respectively.
The proposed model was implemented using Pythonlanguage. The test was carried out with a 12th Gen Intel(R)Core(TM) i9-12900H processor and 64 GB of RAM. Onceexecuted, the model returns the solutions that belong tothe Pareto front. As an example of some solutions found,we show in Table 4 the chromosomes that performed bestfor every indicator and highlight this performance in bold.
After returning the indicators of every solution, alongwith its cultivation plan, the farmer would then choosethe solution that best fits their objectives and constraints.For example, if a farmer has water resource limitationsbut can easily find the workforce needed to cultivate theplants, they might gravitate towards the first solution inthe table, which minimises the amount of water necessaryto meet the demand and maximises the revenue, withoutworrying labour shortage
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5. Conclusion and Future work

In this work, we tackle the demand selection problem forsmall-scale farmers using genetic algorithms. Our workfocuses on maximising profit while minimising the costof cultivation, the hours of work, and the amount of waterused to cultivate the produce. Since the objective functionof this work contains multiple indicators, we implementthe NSGA-II model to rank the solutions into differentfronts and select our optimal solutions as belonging tothe Pareto front. Our approach also uses the asexualityvariation whereby mutation operators are employed on achromosome to generate its progeny.One limitation of this model is that it overlooks weatherfactors that impact the farmer’s production. For example,this model does not consider that some products must befarmed during specific periods. The model does not takeinto consideration possible disruptions and crises that thefarmer might face, such as periods of drought.A future direction this work can take is monitoring theconditions of the land using sensors or weather forecasts.The model is also limited as it considers only one farmer.An expansion of the model would be to take into consider-ation the community of farmers and divide the demandsamong them so that there is an equal division of profitamong them and no overproduction of certain items.
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